Hoogsteen-position pyrimidines promote the stability and function of the MALAT1 RNA triple helix
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ABSTRACT

Triple-stranded RNA was first deduced to form in vitro more than 50 years ago and has since been implicated in RNA catalysis, stability, and small molecule binding. Despite the emerging biological significance of RNA triple helices, it remains unclear how their nucleotide composition contributes to their thermodynamic stability and cellular function. To investigate these properties, we used in vitro RNA electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) and in vivo intronless β-globin reporter assays to measure the relative contribution of 20 RNA base triples (N•A–U, N•G–C, N•C–G, N•U–A, and N•G–U) to triple-helical stability. These triples replaced a single internal U•A–U within the known structure of the triple-helical RNA stability element of human metastasis-associated lung adenocarcinoma transcript 1 (MALAT1), which contains 10 major-groove base triples. In addition to the canonical C•G–C triple, the noncanonical base triples U•G–C, U•G–U, C•C–G, and U•C–G exhibited at least 30% stability relative to the wild-type U•A–U base triple in both assays. Of these triples, only U•A–U, C•G–C, and U•G–C, when tested as four successive triples, formed stabilizing structures that allowed accumulation of the intronless β-globin reporter. Overall, we find that Hoogsteen-position pyrimidines support triple helix stability and function and that thermodynamic stability, based on EMSA results, is necessary but not sufficient for stabilization activity of the MALAT1 triple helix in cells. These results suggest that additional RNA triple helices containing noncanonical triples likely exist in nature.
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INTRODUCTION

RNA triple helices were first deduced to form in vitro more than 50 years ago and have since been implicated as structural elements in eukaryotic, prokaryotic, and viral RNAs (Felsenfeld et al. 1957; Conrad 2014). To date, structural validation of natural RNA triple helices, which we define as three or more stacked major-groove base triples, has been reported for telomerase (Theimer et al. 2005; Cash et al. 2013), bacterial S-adenosylmethionine-II (SAM-II) and class II prequeuosine (preQ1) riboswitches (Gilbert et al. 2008; Liberman et al. 2013), group II introns and spliceosomal U2/U6 snRNAs (Toor et al. 2008; Hang et al. 2015), Kaposis sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV) polyadenylated nuclear (PAN) RNA (Mitton-Fry et al. 2010), and human metastasis-associated lung adenocarcinoma transcript 1 (MALAT1) (Brown et al. 2014). These RNA triple helices are predominantly composed of canonical U•A–U base triples and typically contain 3–5 consecutive triples. Yet structures with noncanonical triples—that is, triples other than canonical U•A–U and C•G–C—have been identified. For instance, the bacterial SAM-II riboswitch binds its ligand in a U•U•A_SAM triple, flanked by two U•A–U major-groove base triples on one side and an A•G–C and G•G–C triple on the other side (Gilbert et al. 2008). In the group II intron from Oceanobacillus iheyensis, a triple helix containing one G•G–U and two C•C–G triples contributes to coordination of the active-site divalent cations required for catalysis (Toor et al. 2008). Finally, the spliceosomal U2/U6 snRNAs from Schizosaccharomyces pombe form a triple helix composed of one A•A–U, one G•G–C, and one U•C–G triple (Hang et al. 2015). These examples of noncanonical base triples suggest that RNA triple helices may vary widely in nucleotide composition.

Recently, RNA triple helices have been implicated in stabilizing vertebrate long noncoding RNAs (IncRNAs), as well as viral and genomic RNAs (for review, see Conrad 2014). For example, a stem–loop structure containing a U-rich internal loop (denoted ENE for expression and nuclear retention element) near the 3' end of KSHV PAN IncRNA sequesters the
downstream poly(A) tail into a triple helix (denoted ENE + A) of five U–A–U major-groove triples and three A-minor triples (Mitton-Fry et al. 2010). The KSHV PAN ENE + A structure acts both in vivo and in vitro to inhibit rapid deamidation-dependent RNA degradation, enabling PAN RNA to accumulate to high levels in nuclei of lytic-phase KSHV-infected cells (Sun et al. 1996; Conrad and Steitz 2005; Conrad et al. 2006). Similar ENE + A structures have been discovered in the RNAs of diverse classes of viruses through bioinformatics (Tycowski et al. 2012).

More complex ENE + A structures have been identified at the 3′ ends of two human lncRNAs: MALAT1 and multiple endocrine neoplasia β RNA (MENβ) (Brown et al. 2012; Wilusz et al. 2012). The crystal structure of the MALAT1 ENE + A confirmed that the U-rich ENE coalesces with a downstream A-rich tract to form a bipartite triple helix, allowing MALAT1 to accumulate in cells (Brown et al. 2014). Preceded by two A-minor triples, the first triplex segment consists of five U–A–U triples followed by a C–G–C triple, and the second triplex contains four U–A–U triples. Separating these two triple-helical regions is a C–G base pair that resets the helical axis and allows the adjacent formation of these two independent stacks of RNA base triples (see triple helix in Fig. 1A; Brown et al. 2014). The MENβ ENE + A has been proposed to adopt a similar bipartite triple-helical structure based on sequence similarity (Brown et al. 2012).

Despite the ubiquity and biological importance of RNA triple helices, we understand only poorly how their thermodynamic stability and functional properties are determined by their nucleotide composition. Most RNA triple helices identified to date rely heavily on canonical U–A–U and C–G–C triples (Brown et al. 2014). However, the discovery of noncanonical triples in bacterial riboswitches, the group II intron, and the spliceosome suggests that other nucleotide combinations are possible (Gilbert et al. 2008; Toor et al. 2008; Hang et al. 2015). To probe the effects of altering nucleotide composition

**FIGURE 1.** EMSA measuring the thermodynamic stability of RNA base triples within the MALAT1 ENE + A triple helix. (A) Schematic depicting the triple helix formed by the two RNAs used in the EMSA: the MALAT1 ENE construct and the A-rich oligonucleotide. Twenty RNA base triples were tested at the site boxed in blue (Z-X–Y). Watson–Crick base pairs are indicated by dashes, noncanonical base pairs by dots, Hoogsteen base pairs by Leontis–Westhof notation, and A-minor interactions by dashed lines (Leontis and Westhof 2001). An asterisk denotes the 32P-radiolabeled nucleotide. (B,C) Representative gel images for the U–A–U (B) and G–A–U (C) triples. Increasing amounts of the MALAT1 ENE construct were incubated with 2 nM oligonucleotide at pH 7.0, and the ENE-oligonucleotide complex was resolved from free oligonucleotide by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The fraction of bound oligonucleotide was quantified by autoradiography. (D) Binding curves for the N–A–U triples, in which the C–A–U, U–A–U, A–A–U, and G–A–U triples are shown in blue, black, red, and green, respectively. (E) Heat map of the $K_{d,app}$ values (in nM) for all base triples. Green shading corresponds to a low $K_{d,app}$, yellow shading to an intermediate $K_{d,app}$, and red shading to a high $K_{d,app}$. (F) The relative stability of base triples was calculated as $K_{d,app}^{U-A-U}/K_{d,app}^{Z-X-Y}$. For both $E$ and $F$, reported values are the average of at least three replicates ± standard deviation.
within an RNA triple helix, we selected the MALAT1 ENE + A as a model. With nine U–A–U triples and one C–G–C triple, it is the largest of the known naturally occurring major-groove RNA triple helices (Brown et al. 2014). We altered a U–A–U triple at a single position within the MALAT1 ENE + A triple helix and performed electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) to determine the relative thermodynamic stability of 20 distinct major-groove RNA base triples (N–A–U, N–G–C, N–C–G, N–U–A, and N–G–U). We subsequently tested the cellular function of these altered MALAT1 triple helices using the intronless β-globin reporter to assess their RNA stabilization activity in cells. We find that Hoogsteen-position pyrimidines favor both MALAT1 triple helix stability and function and that thermodynamic stability is necessary but not sufficient for in vivo stabilization activity. These analyses of noncanonical base triples will assist in the discovery and validation of novel triple-helical RNA structures.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Certain noncanonical RNA base triples with Hoogsteen-position pyrimidines contribute to thermodynamic stability

To measure the relative contribution of distinct base triples to the thermodynamic stability of an RNA triple helix, we chose to vary the nucleotide composition of the fourth U–A–U triple in the MALAT1 ENE + A structure (Fig. 1A, blue box). This position was selected because (i) its internal position in the triple helix might permit us to capture and to analyze triples too weak to form otherwise and (ii) crystallographic data indicated optimal hydrogen bonds for this triple (Brown et al. 2014). At this position, all four standard RNA nucleotides were tested in the Hoogsteen strand (Z in Fig. 1A), with base pairs A–U, G–C, G–U, U–A, and C–G in the Watson (X in Fig. 1A) and Crick (Y in Fig. 1A) strands (strand nomenclature as in Brown et al. 2014).

We performed EMSAs using two RNAs that could associate to form the MALAT1 triple helix: the ENE and a 5′-radio-labeled A-rich tract oligonucleotide mimic (Fig. 1A–D). Apparent equilibrium dissociation constants (K_{d,app}) were extracted from plots of the concentration of ENE-oligonucleotide complex versus the initial concentration of free ENE (Fig. 1B–D). For the 20 triples tested, K_{d,app} values varied from 16.6 to 985 nM (Fig. 1E). Relative to the wild-type U–A–U base triple (K_{d,app} = 20.0 nM), 11 altered triples exhibited thermodynamic stability of at least 30% (K_{d,app} < 66.7 nM): U–C–G, C–U–A, U–U–A, C–G–C, C–A–U, U–G–C, A–C–G, G–C–G, U–G–U, A–G–C, and C–C–G (Fig. 1F). The results indicate that the primary determinant of RNA base-triple stability in the MALAT1 ENE + A is the identity of the nucleobase in the Hoogsteen position, where pyrimidines are stabilizing. Base-triple stability varied relatively little with different base pairs at the Watson and Crick positions, except for the G–U wobble pair, which formed especially unstable triples, and the U–C–G base triple, which is the most stable triple (Fig. 1F).

Our data can be compared with similar studies of DNA triple helices. The thermodynamic stability of 16 different major-groove DNA base triples at a single site was measured by a quantitative affinity cleavage titration assay, a method for determining association constants (Best and Dervan 1995). Although the differing sequence context and assay conditions in the RNA and DNA base-triple analyses preclude a direct quantitative comparison, the same major conclusions emerge: (i) Hoogsteen-position pyrimidines are more stabilizing than purines, and (ii) the canonical triples U–A–U/T–A–T and C–G–C are among the most stable (Best and Dervan 1995). In the DNA triple helix examined by Best and Dervan, which contained 15 stacked triples, T–A–T and C–G–C were more stable than all other triples tested by at least one order of magnitude, with K_{d,app} values varying over three orders of magnitude overall (Best and Dervan 1995). In contrast, 10 of the RNA triples tested here exhibited thermodynamic stability comparable to that of U–A–U or C–G–C (Fig. 1E,F), despite their reduced potential to form hydrogen bonds along the Hoogsteen face (e.g., two hydrogen bonds for U–A in U–A–U and no hydrogen bonds for U–C in U–C–G). This overall greater stability of noncanonical RNA base triples compared to noncanonical DNA base triples may be due to (i) differential effects of base stacking (Wang and Kool 1995), which varies with the identity and especially the spatial orientation of the bases involved (Spener et al. 1996; Brown et al. 2015) and/or (ii) a possible hydrogen bond between the 2′-hydroxyl of the Hoogsteen strand and a phosphate oxygen in the Watson strand (Brown et al. 2014), which has been proposed to explain the greater thermodynamic stability of RNA relative to DNA triple helices (Roberts and Crothers 1992; Holland and Hoffman 1996).

Additional studies are needed to establish the exact thermodynamic contributions of hydrogen bonding and base stacking to the stability of DNA and RNA triple helices.

Certain pyrimidine•purine–pyrimidine RNA base triples contribute to the in vivo RNA stabilization activity of the MALAT1 triple helix

We used intronless β-globin reporter ([βA1,2]) assays to determine whether the noncanonical base triples studied in vitro also support the cellular function of the MALAT1 ENE + A as an RNA stability element (Fig. 2A). The 3′-untranslated region of the reporter construct contains nucleotides 8254–8424 from human MALAT1, which includes the ENE, A-rich tract, and tRNA-like structure known as MALAT1-associated small cytoplasmic RNA (mascRNA) (Fig. 2A). Thus, this assay assesses several key steps that potentially contribute to the overall stability of MALAT1 in cells, such as cotranscriptional folding, 3′-end processing by RNase P, assembly of the ENE + A, and the degradation process. This
We next asked whether those base triples that conferred at least 30% stabilization activity when inserted at multiple positions within the βΔ1,2-MALAT1 ENE + A + mascRNA reporter system (Fig. 3A,B). Accordingly, we changed all four U•A–U triples in the upper triple helix to C•G–C, U•G–C, C•G–U, U•G–U, C•C–G, or U•C–G triples (Fig. 3B). Of the six variants tested, only the constructs containing C•G–C and U•G–C triples enabled the reporter mRNA to accumulate to at least 30% of the levels observed for the wild-type MALAT1 construct (Fig. 3C). These results suggest that C•G–C and U•G–C base triples have the greatest potential to form a triple helix with stabilization activity in vivo. The low relative accumulation of the reporter containing four consecutive C•G–U, U•G–U, or C•C–G triples implies that these triples can form within an otherwise stable triple helix. Yet they lack the ability to assemble a functional triple helix on their own, at least in the context of the MALAT1 ENE + A structure.

There are at least four potential explanations for the discrepancy between triple helix stabilization assessed in vitro and in vivo: (i) pH differences between the in vitro and in vivo assays may affect triple-helical stability; (ii) nucleotide changes could alter the kinetics of triple-helical assembly or the resulting structure (i.e., folded versus unfolded); (iii) nucleotide changes could create a more recognizable substrate for cellular exonucleases or their associated cofactors; and (iv) alternative structures of the MALAT1 ENE + A RNA triple helix.
protein binding, which may subsequently influence the stability of MALAT1 in vivo. For example, the MALAT1 triple helix was previously shown to exhibit a higher third-strand melting temperature at lower pH, suggesting protonation of the Hoogsteen-position cytosine in the C–G–C triple (Brown et al. 2012). Changes in the nucleotide composition may lead to the formation of alternative ENE + A structures, including folds with a more accessible 3′ end. In cells, the rate at which the U-rich internal loop sequesters the 3′ A-rich tract into a triple helix is in competition with the kinetics of 3′-to-5′ RNA decay; therefore, structures with a slow rate of ENE + A assembly may be more susceptible to degradation. In general, 3′-to-5′ exonucleases prefer single-stranded RNA and some preferentially degrade specific nucleotide sequences with large differences in catalytic efficiency (Körner and Wahle 1997; Zuo and Deutscher 2002). The nuclear exosome, in contrast, works with a complex network of RNA-binding proteins, helicases, and a poly(A) polymerase to identify, process, and degrade a variety of RNAs (LaCava et al. 2005; Vančová et al. 2005; Wyers et al. 2005; Houseley et al. 2006; Schmidt et al. 2012; Januszyk and Lima 2014; Thoms et al. 2015). Lastly, another possibility is that a protein specifically binds to the folded or unfolded states of the MALAT1 ENE + A, sterically blocking exonuclease access to the 3′ end of MALAT1 or actively recruiting decay factors to promote degradation of MALAT1. The actual mechanism likely involves contributions from several of the aforementioned factors and requires further investigation.

Although RNA triple helices were first discovered nearly 60 years ago (Felsenfeld et al. 1957), we are only beginning to understand how their stability and biological activity relate to their nucleotide composition. The naturally occurring RNA triple helices identified to date contain only a subset of potential triples, overwhelmingly U–A–U (Brown et al. 2014). Our results imply that nucleotide sequences capable of forming RNA triple helices may be less constrained than initially thought, suggesting a greater diversity in the nucleotide composition of naturally occurring RNA triple helices. Our results will enable more informed searches, which may lead to the discovery and validation of novel major-groove RNA triple helices.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**RNA preparation**

A-rich oligonucleotides (5′-A-XAGCA-3′; GE Dharmacon) were deprotected and 5′-radiolabeled as described previously (Brown et al. 2012). MALAT1 ENE RNAs were transcribed by His-tagged T7 RNA polymerase using PCR-generated templates. Nucleotide substitutions in the MALAT1 ENE were introduced into the DNA template via PCR with chemically synthesized DNA primers (Keck Oligonucleotide Synthesis) containing the appropriate sequence (see Fig. 1A for the sequence). RNAs were gel-purified and processed as described previously (Brown et al. 2012).

**FIGURE 3.** In vivo stabilization activity of MALAT1 derivatives with quadruple base-triple substitutions. (A) Constructs containing the MALAT1 ENE + A + macRNA and derivatives thereof were prepared and introduced into HEK293T cells as described in Figure 2. (B) The base composition at each of the four sites boxed in blue was varied to test the stabilization activity of selected RNA base triples as a complete, independent triple-helical unit. Structural notation is as described in Figure 1. (C) Total RNA was extracted and analyzed as described in Figure 2. Measurements are an average of at least three biological replicates ± standard deviation.

**FIGURE 4.** Relative in vivo RNA stabilization and thermodynamic stability of each base triple. Each of the tested base triples is plotted according to its relative thermodynamic stability (Fig. 1F) and relative cellular RNA stabilization activity (Fig. 2C). Nucleotides at the Watson and Crick positions (X–Y) are indicated by the color of the dots: black for A–U, blue for G–C, red for G–U, green for U–A, and violet for C–G. The nucleotide at the Hoogsteen position (Z) is indicated to the left of each dot. Gray dashed lines at values of 0.3 divide the plot into four quadrants: (I) high thermodynamic stability and high RNA accumulation (six base triples), (II) high thermodynamic stability and low RNA accumulation (six base triples), (III) low thermodynamic stability and low RNA accumulation (seven base triples), and (IV) low thermodynamic stability and high RNA accumulation (one base triple).
EMSA

Increasing concentrations of MALAT1 ENE RNA were combined with 2 nM of the appropriate 5’-radiolabeled oligonucleotide in RNA binding buffer (25 mM sodium cacodylate pH 7.0, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 0.5 mg/mL E. coli carrier RNA, and 5% v/v glyc
cerol). This mixture was heated at 95°C for 2 min, snap-cooled on ice for 2 min, and incubated at room temperature for 30 min. Samples were immediately loaded onto an 8%–10% native polyacrylamide gel prepared with 1× TB buffer supplemented with 1 mM MgCl₂ and electrophoresed at 150 V for ~2 h. Gels were dried, exposed to a phosphorimager screen, scanned using a Storm 860 (GE Healthcare), and quantitated using ImageQuant software. A plot of ENE-oligonucleotide complex concentration versus the initial concentration of free ENE was fit to Equation 1, E + O = 0.5(K_{d,app} + E_0 + O_0) − 0.5[(K_{d,app} + E_0 + O_0)^2 − 4E_0O_0]^{1/2}, where E + O denotes the final concentration of the ENE-oligonucleotide complex and E₀ and O₀ the initial concentrations of ENE and oligonucleotide, respectively. The theoretical binding saturation value (O₀) for each of the 20 variants tested was initially quantified by treating both O₀ and K_{d,app} as free parameters and fitting the data to Equation 1. K_{d,app} values were subsequently extrapolated by fitting the data to Equation 1 with O₀ fixed at 2.00 nM, 1.91 nM, and 1.81 nM for variants with >90% saturation, 80%–90% saturation, and <80% saturation, respectively.

Plasmids and mutagenesis

The βA1,2 and βA1,2-MALAT1 ENE + A + mascRNA plasmids have a pcDNA3 backbone and were described previously (Brown et al. 2012, 2014). Nucleotide substitutions in the βA1,2-MALAT1 ENE + A + mascRNA plasmid were created using site-directed mutagenesis.

Intronless β-globin reporter assays

Assays were performed in HEK293T cells as described previously (Brown et al. 2012, 2014).
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